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        A Dental Office 
Like No Other

        At Eco Dental, we don’t do things just like any other dental office. We pay attention to every little detail,
            from making sure your treatments are tailored specifically to your needs, to only using materials that are
            environmentally friendly. Dr. Danny Nguyen and Dr. Cindy Hua each use their experience to make sure you get
            dental care that’s truly focused on you. Plus, we can treat your entire family under one roof, and we’re
            open early, late, and even on Saturdays!

        
            Meet the dentists
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        2 Convenient Locations
        Serving Houston & Fort Bend County friends & families.
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        Never Miss Work or School
        Convenient hours available! Early, late & even Saturday.
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        Environmentally Friendly
        Our all-digital & green offices have small carbon footprints.
    



    5-Star Service & Smiles

    

    
        
            
                “If there was a rating more than a 5-stars, I would definitely give it to them. They are very
                informative, knowledgeable and give me the best care. They have the best customer service and dental
                care. We wouldn't trade them to any dentist in town… thank you for a wonderful experience.”
                Ann S.  Sugar Land, TX
            

        

        
            
                “Sara, my sister is handicapped. She requires a little more patience than the average patient...and this
                office exceeds our expectations in so many ways! Dr. Nguyen and his team are very patient, and actually
                make going to the dentist something Sara looks forward too.”
                David B.  Houston, TX
            

        

        
            “My husband and I have been patients for several years. We have been able to get appointments that fit
                our schedules and they have taken us in on an emergency basis several times without hesitation. Very
                friendly and efficient staff and Dr. Nguyen is very caring and professional.”
                Roxanne T.  Pearland, TX
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        Read more Reviews
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        Dental Insurance Maximized
        We’re in-network with Cigna & Aetna but accept all PPO plans.
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        Special Offers
        Limited-Time Special
 Offers!
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        CareCredit Financing
        Fit the treatment you want and deserve in your monthly budget.
    



    Featured Dental Services

    	Checkups & Cleanings
	Crowns & Bridges
	Tooth-Colored FIllings
	Implant Restorations
	Cosmetic Dentistry
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                Dental Checkups & Cleanings

                For Families of All Ages

                We know that you simply want to take care of your family in every way possible, and we can help you
                    do exactly that with our checkups and cleanings. These services are fantastic for patients of all
                    ages, and they allow our highly-skilled dental team the opportunity to make sure the smiles you care
                    about are always healthy, functional, and beautiful. With just two appointments each year, we can
                    give every member of your family a smile they’ll always be eager to show the world. 

                
                    About Checkups & Cleanings
                    Other Preventive Services
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                Traditional Crowns & Bridges

                Repair Your Smile

                Do you have teeth that are chipped, cracked, decayed, or even missing? Do they make you feel
                    self-conscious every day? If so, we have the exact solution you need: crowns and bridges. Our team
                    has revitalized thousands of smiles using these fantastic treatments, and they can give you the kind
                    of natural-looking and long-lasting results you really need. You don’t have to live with a
                    compromised smile anymore—if your teeth need help, we’re the ones who can give it to you.

                
                    About Crowns & Bridges
                    Other Restorative Treatments
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                Tooth-Colored Fillings

                Safe & Aesthetically-Pleasing

                Thanks to the latest advances in dental technology, your smile no longer needs to be filled with old,
                    dark, and gray metal fillings. Tooth-colored fillings are a revolutionary approach to dentistry that
                    combines the best aspects of both restorative AND cosmetic treatments. With tooth-colored fillings,
                    we’ll be able to repair your teeth in such a way that only YOU will know that you’ve had dental
                    work. These fillings are practically invisible, which means they’ll allow your true smile to shine
                    through. 

                
                    About Tooth-Colored Fillings
                    Other Restorative Treatments
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                Dental Implant Restorations

                Replace Missing Teeth

                If you have missing teeth, the best way to replace them, by far, is with dental implants. Both of our
                    doctors and our entire staff agree that they are in a league of their own when it comes to
                    cosmetics, security, AND longevity. This approach actually restores the entire tooth from root to
                    crown, which not only fills in the gaps in your smile, but it also helps maintain the shape and
                    health of your jaw, which can have a huge effect on your overall appearance. 

                
                    About Implant Restorations
                    Other Replacement Options
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                Beautiful Cosmetic Dentistry

                Transform Your Look

                A beautiful set of teeth can do so much good for a person. It can be a true source of confidence and
                    give you just that little boost you need to really pursue your goals in life. If you feel like your
                    smile is holding you back, then we can help you with cosmetic dentistry. Using just a few simple
                    treatments, we can completely transform your entire look. You’ll be amazed at the difference a
                    gorgeous smile can make for how you look on the outside and how you feel on the inside! 

                
                    About Cosmetic Treatments
                

            
        

    




    
        Limited-Time Special Offers

        These deals won’t last forever. Improve the look and feel of your smile and save money at the same time.
            Request an appointment today!

        
            See More Specials
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                    Have Questions? Get Answers.
                    
                                    
                        
                        
                        
                        
                            
                                Which Location Would You Prefer? 
                                Choose
Sugar Land
Pearland
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					Contact Us
					Sugar Land Office
					15870 Southwest Fwy #500
 Sugar Land, TX 77478

					(281) 491-9494
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